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MONTHLY BULLETIN
MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ
Editor : Caryl Simpson
caryl@simtronics.co.nz

General Meeting; 08 Feb. EOC, 19.30hrs

Website:
www.zl2ks.org.nz

Social Group; 15 Feb. 12.00hrs - The Vines
Committee Meeting; 22 Feb. 07.30hrs - EOC

1.
2.
3.
4.

Wine & Food Festival................10 Feb
Jock White Field Day................24 - 25 Feb
Combined BBQ with Nelson ....March. Date to be set
Coast Guard boat visit ..............early 2018 after hols.

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz,
147.225MHz
Net Controller; Ken H ynds
VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930
144.150MHz

Have you paid your 2018 subs yet?
$20.00 per person or $25.00 per family
Please pay your sub at the next meeting or bank direct to;
Marlborough Amateur Radio Club Inc 38-9002-0114897-00 - Put callsign on it so they know who it is!
You could also post it to PO Box 432 Blenheim
As you all know, it has been the Christmas season with no meetings so no Minutes. We do have a report, and
photos, on the club’s BBQ plus a follow-up article on Klaus’s experiments there using his light beams.
HAVE YOU VOLUNTEERED FOR WINE & FOOD YET?

2018

to John
Hyndman,
ZL2WW
Now living in
Wellington

& happy birthday
to me (reverse
John’s n o). Here is
a photo of my cake
I will be sharing
with our grandsons

Enjoy an afternoon (they have plenty for the
morning shifts) in the sun (or shade) people
watching & being offered free food (if you’re
lucky). People required to guard the chillers at the
festival. Bring a radio (if you can, spares available),
chair, umbrella, drink and book. All you do is sit, chat
to passersby if you desire, and make sure only those
with the correct chiller pass enter your chiller. Simple!
If you can help (or know anyone trustworthy
willing to help) call Stuart ASAP on
577 5122, or mobile 027 6877 764, or
email… clareandstuart@xtra.co.nz

JOCK WHITE FIELD DAY 24 - 25 February
Any interest? I am sure Bill will be participating, usual place I imagine.
If you can’t make the next meeting, contact Bill for location details.
b.cousins@xtra.co.nz or 579 3121
Contest details can be found at
www.nzart.org.nz/activities/contest-rules/rules-jock-white-field-day/
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ERRA TA Please Not e: I n the January
iss ue of The Interface the author Klaus ,
DL8SER publis hed a 3-transis tor optical
rec eiver c irc uit.
U nfortunately
one
trans istor was missing. H ere is the
corrected version of that circuit with the
last remaining resistor R9 added."

Ken M, Don L & Gerard with optical receiver
BRANCH 22 BBQ - ONAMALUTU
After a subtle reminder to RSVP, we had 28 people attend the day (thank you to those 10 who sent their
apologies, although there were a further 14 who did not respond at all). Blenheim’s temperature was 30ºC and I
am sure the domain was at least that, if not hotter. It was very soggy underfoot, thanks to recent rain, and we
were mostly in the shade under the trees. We set up a gazebo as well.
Klaus and Gerard generated a lot of interest when they set up the optical communications on tripods, one near
the treeline by the entrance and the other down the far end of the trees. I did hear members of the public
discussing what they might be. One thought they were oversized binoculars.
Grant fired up the BBQ and he and Stuart got busy cooking meat patties, sausages and rump steak while Jody
fried the onions in an aluminium container on the hot plate at the end of the BBQ. The usual wide selection of
salads had been set out on a trestle so soon all were lining up, plates in hand, to get their choice of meat then
serve themselves at the salad bar. Gone are the days when all the salads offered were lettuce or coleslaw! We
had many vegetables to choose from in a wide variety of combinations, as well as pasta and couscous.
After great inroads had been made on the mains, we set out dessert. At least two cheesecakes (Tim Tam and
Strawberry), two trifles (with booze), a nice light slice, a fruit loaf, plus fresh fruit were laid out. Nobody went home
hungry!
After lunch some sat and chatted, others experimented with Klaus’ receiver and a few went for a bush walk. We
were told that only two weeks ago the swimming hole was a small, slimy, green mess but this day it was full of
lovely, not too chill, clear water. Gerard’s son, Niels, brought his drone and flew it, with camera, over the river and
other parts of the domain.
Around 3pm, the quiet was broken by the sound of old engines as the Vintage Car Club arrived en masse for their
outing. Since we were taking up most of the space under the trees, they headed straight across the domain to
park up on the other side.
Shortly after, our members started packing up to head home. Thanks to those who helped pack up and get the
BBQ, gazebo and trestle tables back to our car for reloading.
As Grant and I belong to both clubs, we stayed and headed over to join the car club members for our second BBQ
of the day. The club provided everything for theirs and we got a sausage, a slice of bread and some coleslaw. No
dessert s. Just as well I think!
A big thanks to all who attended and I hope you all enjoyed the day. I also hope most of you offered your services
to Stuart at the upcoming Wine and Food Festival. This event is your major fund raiser of the year and enables
you to upgrade club equipment and buy more to enhance the hobby and your enjoyment of it.

Don J,
Linda & Don L,
Wayne & Heather P

Jim Meachen
joined us
from Nelson
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Barbara L &
Bill C chat
to Chris G
(back to
camera)

Klaus & Gerard set up
while Ken M & new
member Anthony W
get to know each other

Bernie L
Fay & Tony D

Anthony W & Tony W

Most of Stuart W & Jody
Van Antwerpen family & Dianne M

Dave R & Grant S

Enjoying the swimming hole

Totara Walk
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MODULATED LIGHT ARTICLE
Following up with Klaus, DL8SER, on his presentation at December’s club night, I expressed an interest in doing
some experiments with modulated light. We got talking and before long I got a working receiver and transmitter
made up. The optics were also pretty simple with a set of lenses (90 and 60mm) for a mere $3.50 from one of the
cheap gift shops in town. Some PVC pipe offcuts proved to be almost a perfect fit for the lens sizes (I had to grind
the 90mm one down a bit), so that was also quickly done.
One evening before dusk we started to do some distance testing using Klaus his bare (no optics) infra-red led
beacon, and my receiver. This beacon can be set to send testing tones at various power levels but also has a
microphone input. It was quite exciting to have Klaus walk away down the road while I could still receive his signal
with great clarity. The system worked! Moving the receiver a bit side to side revealed that the lining out is quite
critical for good reception. We got to about 800m when it was getting dark, which should make the signals easier
to receive since the competing noise from the sun disappears. However my receiver started to make squealing
noises like some oscillations were happening. We found out since then that 1 resistor in the receiver was missed
out, creating this affect at lower light levels. The corrected schematic (with the extra 100K resistor) is shown here.
We resumed testing at the club’s BBQ at the Onamalutu Domain, with Klaus now having built optical enclosures
for his gear too. This made a 2-way full duplex setup possible, which we did successfully over a distance of about
150m. The reducing power levels (down to -60db) on the beacon gave an indication of what distances we could
achieve with this setup. Calculations show that a range of 40km should be possible at night time for voice (for CW
this will be a bit more, perhaps up to 70km). This of course still needs to be confirmed!
We have had no more time yet to do more tests over bigger distances, say from some point up the Wither Hills
across the valley. Klaus is very keen to have a go at making the first optical communications contact across Coo k
Straight. From Rarangi this is about 45 - 50km, so might be hard to achieve using voice with the current gear, CW
should be possible on a clear day. Better (bigger) lenses and perhaps more transmit power may be needed to do
this more reliably.
The photos show my transmit (60mm lens) and receive (90mm lens) equipment, and our setup at the BBQ.
- Gerard, ZL2GVA

Anthony W, Ken M, Tony W & Gerard see the light!
Gerard & Klaus
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